
Security – All the Things You Never 
Remember



Who is Rob Wagner

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who am I? Where do I work? What is it that I do? I have been taking Dynamics GP to the limits. Having been affiliated with the product for my entire career.



Before we dive in

Answers to 
Questions

Level-Set 
Expectations

Feel free to 
share your 
thoughts

Are you 
Hungry?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I don’t expect you to wait for me to get done before you ask a question. Just yell or speak up and we can chat. There will be some very simple topics in this presentation as well as some advanced. So, I hope that you find something in here that helps you remember about security stuff that you may take for granted. Also, something new that you can take home and brag about to your friends. Now, that you will all be security experts in Dynamics GP. I don’t know everything and want to learn from you so please help make this enjoyable from both sides of the microphone. If you feel this is not the right session, go ahead and leave the room. I will not be offended.



STRIDE (security)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A spoofing example. A tampering example. A repudiation example. An Information disclosure. A Denial of service. An elevation of privilege example.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you let the GP installer decide where to put the application it will typically use the c:\program… You do remember that back in the XP days was when the data folder did not exist. When Vista released, GP changed along with the operating system. How many of you do the installs, and simply open up the folder permissions because it just works better that way? Any application that runs in program files must elevate to change the code. You can’t directly edit the dictionaries to deliver all these great solutions you have built. Let me show you how I do this.



Folders

Could it be on your machine
Could it be on the network
Is it in the cloud
Is it on another network

An ACL is a list of access control entries, otherwise known as ACE

Do not try to work directly with the contents of an ACL

These will ensure that something does not inadvertently become corrupted

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many times Dynamics GP install folders exist where consultants have gone in to the security tab and done something they think will fix a problem. Once you do this, the folder may never be the same. Network owners should not allow this to happen. We need to work alongside the operating system that is trying to prevent us from shooting ourselves in the foot.



Web Folders

Very inexpensive large cloud storage space for all kinds of documents or files
Available anytime on any device
Do you remember the name in it’s first iteration?

Each has a personal account for just that data
You must choose which account to login as

Host an IIS server in the cloud (Azure Storage SSD)
Use the file server on a local machine to push (Local Storage SSD)
Connect these two by wiring them up

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Web Folders require more oversight when sharing at the folder level. A cloud storage cannot be as easily spoofed as what you will find on a local network. Provided there aren’t any virus on these web folder machines. Local networks are more likely to folders of files that have passed around between sometimes untrusted sources.



WebDAV Publishing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using a WebDAV helps to maintain two versions of the files you need and for the purpose of removing network from the upload/download equation. The GP is hosted in the cloud along with the files that will most likely be uploaded into GP through a WebDAV. Drop a file in this folder and it eventually replicates to a cloud location where it can be used. The cost of this storage would be quoted to the customer. It also helps ease the pain associated with disaster recovery.



Web Folders are the best option

Data Connected documents should never be willy-nilly on the network.

Reports generated inside the system are stored at locations defined by the application.
Inside the database options cause lots of extra sql db size. 

After years of use becomes bloated with no solid answer for test scenarios.

Documents stored here get revision control and diff analysis for free. 
The storage is relatively cheap.

Less likely for users to accidentally share wrong information with someone outside their organization.
Oops, I did it again.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I see a real advantage to sharepoint over local file storage across the board.



What’s wrong with this picture

C:\build\excelreports\Reports\TWO16\Payroll

C:\build\excelreports\Data Connections\TWO16\Payroll

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stride is a model of threats developed by Microsoft for identifying computer security threats. The I stands for information disclosure. The others are S for spoofing. T for tampering. R for repudiation. D for denial of service. E for elevation of privilege.



Demo
C:\ProgramData\Microsoft\Windows\Start 
Menu\Programs\Microsoft Dynamics\GP 2016

C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Dynamics

C:\Dynamics\GP2016\Data

%temp%





Duo of SQL Authenticated Logins

Have you ever forgot to click on mixed mode during your sql installation script?

Dynamics GP uses these for each named user with access to the system.
DYNGRP should only contain this type of authentication.

SSRS and Excel use these authenticated users to pass network credentials to SQL server.

Combine the set of objects into a single accessible group
rpt_???????

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everyone here knows what DYNGRP is for. But, do you know what it should NOT be used for and why? How many of you hate the rpt_ roles. Never ever grant access to the rpt_power user role because that is a principle for the purpose of holding only the subordinate security roles in the list of those permissions granted.



Windows Authentication vs Others

Ad-hoc data query capability inside the box for SQL IT Pros
Promotes the democratization of Dynamics GP data
Allows the Non-GP user to exist
Does not cost hardly anything

More difficult to audit at the access point
Requires SQL administrator to add security access
Adds more time to test these solutions
Kerberos

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More people exist in the world that can work within the SQL security model, than those who can publish a web service. It is simple to create a view, then add it to the database and grant permission. When using a security layer, or service control layer, the access must be added through that tool. It costs more.



Users

A person who logs into the application consumes one available license seat of those purchased.

DYNGRP is granted to the SQL account for the GP user.
SQL account permissions are controlled by the application.

SQL concurrent access license users are typically inside Excel or SQL Reporting Services

Any number of rpt_ roles are granted to the Windows account for the Non-GP user

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The GP user is the one your company paid for you to use. If you have 3 shifts, then only one concurrent user is needed to cover 24 hours. You share with others who are currently logged into the system. These are tied to a sql authenticated account. There are windows authenticated accounts as well that are used for reporting. What the sql account has access to see will be controlled by Dynamics GP and the windows account can only see what SQL server administrator has granted them access. A full user can add new records. A limited user can only get into the inquiry screens. A self-service user will only have access to their timesheets and payroll options such direct deposit account.



Demo
How to grant access to objects





SSRS Security

Browse a library of interesting subjects to click on them and render a result.
Make a new report with Report Builder.

Click on a report, only to be denied because the connection was not valid.
Pull the data into SSRS from a power model.

Create a sql or windows account with a secret password and use it everywhere
Store the password of the service account in the report

When you bring back a ReportServer database, you must set up credentials again after restoration.



Report Server Security Considerations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You will see this window when you open the site directly from the Reporting Services Configuration Manager if and when your domain account has not yet been added as a content manager.



The SSRS Web.Config file
C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\MSRS13.DAKOTAGRANITE\Reporting Services\ReportServer

<httpRuntime executionTimeout="9000"

requestValidationMode="2.0" maxRequestLength="20690" />

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Does anyone know why this appears? Because the default setting for reporting services is to prevent a denial of service attack. This is the letter D in stride.



Demo
How to grant access to reports





Application Security

Rights must be granted to individual users. This will allow them to log into the company. 

Windows, reports and processes within Dynamics GP. Allow users into windows to complete a task.

Any number of tasks that a user will need in order to do their job.

Customized windows and reports are selected into a set. The set is then assigned to individual users.



Tasks

Stuff like windows, reports, smartlist objects

Product is dictionary like Fixed Assets
Types are windows reports, objects, files
Series will group them
User Type is for licensing

See only those selected
Uncheck the box to add new stuff



Roles

Group any number of tasks

Product is dictionary like Fixed Assets
Types are windows reports, objects, files
Series will group them
User Type is for licensing

See only those selected
Uncheck the box to add new stuff



Alt-Mod Security

Original
Modified
Alternate
Alternate Modified

Alt/mod forms and report IDs turn on the set of forms and reports.
The IDs are assigned to individual users.



User Security

Security Roles are assigned to users. 
Roles are per each company and user combination.

See only those selected
Uncheck the box to add new stuff

Each of those defined will appear
Only on ID assigned per each company



Demo
Activity Tracking to make suggested security groups





System Password

The user enters a password to access certain windows

Administration, Setup, System, System Password
One password is used for all companies

Only needs to be entered one time per session



Field Level Security
Restrict access to any field, window, or form. 
Apply a password or make a window unavailable. 
Hide, lock, or apply passwords to fields. 



Account Level Security

Four levels are available in the organization
There can be 256 entities in each level
256^4 = 4294967296 account groupings (wow)

Each User belongs to a level
Accounts belong to a level

When entering transactions, they can pick only theirs.
When viewing inquiries or reports, they cannot see others.



Demo
Show Account Level Security





STRIDE (security)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A spoofing example. A tampering example. A repudiation example. An Information disclosure. A Denial of service. An elevation of privilege example.



Questions?



Join us at these upcoming events

• October 11 - [Webinar] How to Make Dynamics GP Work 
Simpler and Easier

• October 23 - [Webinar] Smart Mobile Forms App Across Your 
Organization

• October 30 - Connect | Fargo GP Conference
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